FLY. LET US DO THE REST.

INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT, 24-7:
LEASING & SALES
PARTS
MRO
AIRFRAME UPGRADES
LOGISTICS
ENGINEERING & CERTIFICATIONS
EAGLE AUDIO
Specializing in helicopter fleet management, including industry leading capabilities in sales, leasing, completions, product development, engineering, and an MRO provider to major OEM platforms, Eagle Copters has the expertise and unique capabilities to serve and support across virtually every aspect of the industry.

Based out of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Eagle was founded in 1975 with a lease fleet comprised of a single Alouette II. Today, Eagle operates on 3 continents through an international network of subsidiaries, affiliates, and joint venture partnerships. With locations in North America, South America, and Australia, Eagle is positioned to be your frontline resource for worldwide fleet management.
EAGLE AT A GLANCE
ESTABLISHED IN 1975

CAPABILITIES

Product development
- Eagle Single
- Eagle 407HP
- Bell 412 flight-deck modernization

Full complement of engineering services

Specialized products & technologies
- Avionics (formerly Geneva Aviation)
- Eagle Digital Audio System
- Switch Console
- Electrical Upgrade

SERVICES

Sales
Buy and sell pre-owned and new turbine helicopters

Global leasing
Dry-lease specialists with world-class support plan

Fixture sales
Manufacturing, installation and OEM approvals

Customizing
Refurbishment of existing helicopter through completion of new green helicopter

T53 engine series
Maintenance, repair and overhaul

CERTIFICATIONS

Bell Customer Service facility
Department of Transport Maintenance Organization (AMO Certification Number 6-81)

Accepted FAA facility
Accepted JAR-145 facility

Department of National Defense (DOD) approved contractor
Authorized Sikorsky Customer Support Center
Leonardo Maintenance Center

FACILITIES

115,000 ft² facility in Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Eagle South America:
30,000 ft² facility in Santiago, Chile

Eagle Australasia: 45,000 ft² facility in Coff’s Harbour & Redcliffe, Australia

Ozark Aeroworks: 10,000 ft² facility in Springfield, Missouri, USA
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND OVERHAUL
As a Bell, Leonardo & Sikorsky Helicopter Customer Service Facility Eagle has a highly specialized expertise in helicopter MRO.

- Structures, approved cabin & tail boom fixtures
- Avionics
- Component repair and overhaul

- Main and tail rotor blade repair
- Complete aircraft inspections

LEASING & SALES
Eagle’s strong reputation and extensive infrastructure combine to meet industry requirements and assist you with the purchase, sale or lease of any medium or utility helicopter. Globally, we offer:

- An established network of buyers and sellers to expedite your sale or purchase
- Flexible lease arrangements, tailored to your needs
- Industry leading sales service
- Unparalleled product support network

- 24-Hour, 7 days a week AOG service.
- Extensive in-house inventory
- Direct access to Bell supply chain.
- Crating and shipping of small parts to entire aircraft
- Seamless customs brokerage and document preparation for aircraft and parts, inbound and outbound

PARTS & LOGISTICS
We offer worldwide logistical capabilities from sourcing to shipping, including:

- Structures, approved cabin & tail boom fixtures
- Avionics
- Component repair and overhaul

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT & ENGINEERING
Eagle’s industry leading aircraft of STC capabilities have produced a higher performance line of aviation products.

Some of our featured products are:

**EAGLE 407 HP**
This STC gives the already highly versatile 407 enhanced engine performance, an increased payload and high/hot performance.

**EAGLE SINGLE**
The Eagle Single STC Converts the Bell 212 to a lighter more versatile and efficient single-engine application providing you with lower costs and higher payload.

CUSTOMIZATION
Eagle Customization can take an OEM model helicopter and transform it into a one of a kind with the vast experience gained from having successfully managed hundreds of helicopter completions and customizing contracts. Mission specialties include law enforcement, search and rescue, offshore transport, fire-fighting and executive transport.

The customization capabilities that Eagle offers are extensive, and include but are not limited to:

- Modifications & Upgrades
- Custom Configurations
- Avionics
- Interior refurbishment
- Interior and exterior paint and decaling.
**EAGLE AUDIO**

We provide the most advanced audio systems available to ensure operators have a reliable and user-friendly experience.

- Unique, fully programmable audio control units
- Simple communication radios to the most sophisticated glass panels be prepared to meet client needs.

---

**OZARK AEROWORKS**

Eagle partnered with Ozark Aeroworks, an engine shop in Springfield, Missouri to manage all Honeywell engine overhauls and part sales.

- T53 series engine maintenance, repair, and overhaul
- FAA Part 145 Certificated Repair Station
- Honeywell Authorized T53 Engine Service Center.
- Service multiple industry segments including commercial and military clients.